156 does. I descended the broad steps of the levelled palace
and glanced here and there automatically. I hadn't the
faintest desire to snoop about examining lintels, urns,
pottery, children's toys, votive cells and such like. Below
me, stretching away like an infinite magic carpet, lay the
plain of Messara, girdled by a majestic chain of mountain
ranges. From this sublime, serene height it has all the ap-
pearance of the Garden of Eden. At the very gates of
Paradise the descendants of Zeus halted here on their
way to eternity to cast a last look earthward and saw with
the eyes of innocents that the earth is indeed what they
had always dreamed it to be: a place of beauty and joy
and peace. In his heart man is angelic; in his heart man
is united with the whole world, Phaestos contains all the
elements of the heart; it is feminine through and through.
Everything that man has achieved would be lost were it
not for this final stage of contrition which is here incar-
nated in the abode of the heavenly queens.
I walked about the grounds, taking in the vista from
every angle. I described a circle within the enfolding,
circle of hills. Above me the great vault,-roofless, thrown
open to infinity. Monsieur Herriot was right and wrong
at the same time. One is nearer to the sky, but one is also
farther away than ever from that which lies beyond. To
reach the sky is nothing—child's play—from this su-
preme earthly mansion, but to reach beyond, to grasp if
only for an> instant the radiance and the splendor of that
luminous realm in which the light of the heavens is but
a faint and sickly gleam is impossible. Here the most
sublime thoughts are nullified, stopped in their winged
flight by an ever-deepening halo whose effulgence stills
the very processes of thought At ife best thought is but
speculation, a pastime such as the machine enjoys when
it sparks. Godjbas thought everything out in advance. We
have nothihg to solve: it has all been solved for us. We

